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1. Introduction: Theories of Concurrency 
This is an investigation into the methodology of some theories of concurrency. In general a 
concurrency theory offers a framework for the specification (or even the design) of parallel 
processes and the verification of statements about them. The features of concurrency, expressible 
within such a framework, include communication between parallel processes, deadlock behaviour, 
abstraction from internal steps, fairness, nondeterminism, priorities in the choice of actions, tight 
regions, etc. 
Some interesting theories of concurrency are: 
- The theory of Petri Nets (see for instance Reisig [16]) 
- Trace theory (see for instance Rem [17]) 
- Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) ([11]) 
- Hoare's theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) ([9]) 
- The topological process theory of De Bakker & Zucker ([3,4]) 
- The Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) of Bergstra & Klop ([5]). 
This paper will be mainly devoted to CCS and CSP. 
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2. Models and Calculi 
A framework for studying concurrency often has the shape of a mathematical model. Parameters in 
the classification of these models are the features captured by the model, the identifications made on 
processes and the particular way of representing them. These criteria (in reverse order) will be 
explained and applied in the next three sections. 
Apart from being a mathematical model, the framework in question can also be a calculus for the 
verification of statements about processes, formulated in an algebraical language. For practical 
applications this means that instead of checking that a process fits into a selected model, one has to 
check that it operates in an environment where the rules and axioms of the calculus are satisfied. 
Some theories of concurrency use both models and calculi, but with different emphasis on one of 
those. This provides an important criterion for method decomposition. 
The theory of Petri nets establishes a model of concurrency, without a calculus, and so does the 
topological process theory. 
Trace theory also presents a model, but a number of calculi, axiomatising this model, have been 
developed, starting with Kleene [10] and Salomaa [18]. 
CSP, as presented in Brookes, Hoare and Roscoe [7] and in Hoare [9], provides a model, 
illustrated with some algebraical laws. Systematic axiomatisations of CSP can be found in Brookes 
[8] and De Nicola [13]. 
CCS is essentially a calculus, but the rules and axioms in this calculus are presented as laws, valid 
in a given model. 
ACP is a calculus that is not bound to a particular model. It is the core of a family of axioms 
systems, each describing some features of concurrency. 
The systematic exploration of (families of) algebraical calculi is called process algebra. In process 
algebra models are merely used as illustration and for constructing consistency proofs. This model 
-independence makes process algebra, apart from a tool for studying concurrency directly, also 
suitable for analysing the different models: the presentation of axiomatisations illuminates their 
differences and similarities. Axioms for CCS and CSP and for the identification criteria discussed 
in §4, will be presented in §6. Most of them are taken from [8], [9], [11] and [13]. 
3. How to represent a process 
3.1 Models of concurrency 
As can be extracted from the previous section, five of the six concurrency theories mentioned in § 1, 
~ . 
work with an explicit model. In all these models processes are represented differently. In Net 
theory one of the ways to represent a process is as a labeled Petri net with a given initial 
configuration. De Bakker and Zucker use a topological construction to represent processes. In trace 
I 
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theory a process is represented by a trace set and in CSP by a failure set; both these concepts will 
be explained below. Milner represents a process by a synchronisation tree. This is the same 
(though slightly less general) as what is known as a state transition diagram or process graph, and 
will be explained in section 3.5. In [5] three models of ACP are mentioned: its initial algebra, a 
projective limit model (resembling the topological construction of De Bakker and Zucker) and a 
process graph model. 
3.2 Atomic actions 
In all concurrency theories mentioned in this paper, the most elementary components of a process 
are the so-called atomic actions. They are indivisible and not subject to further investigations. Now 
a process just performs atomic actions a,b,c, ... out of a given alphabet A 
3.3 Trace sets 
In trace theory a process is considered to be fully determined by the possible sequences of atomic 
actions it can perform (its traces). Therefore a model is created in which a process is represented by 
the set of its traces. Usually trace sets are required to be prefix closed and to contain only finite 
traces of infinite processes. In this setting any non-empty prefix closed set of finite words over A 
represents a process. 
3.4 Failure sets 
In CSP a process is considered to run in an environment which can veto the performance of certain 
atomic actions. Moreover the environment can decide to do so during the execution of a process. 
If, at some moment in the execution, no action in which the process is prepared to engage is 
allowed by the environment, then deadlock occurs, which is considered to be observable. Now, a 
finite experiment with a process yields either a trace, or a trace followed by deadlock. In the last 
case the trace <J EA* may be recorded, as well as the set X ~A of actions allowed by the 
environment at the time of stagnation. An element of X is said to be refused by the process and X is 
called a refusal set of the process after performance of <J. Now the pair <<J ,X> is afailure pair of 
the process and the set of all failure pairs of a process is called its failure set. Since in CSP a 
process is considered to be fully determined by the observations obtainable from all possible finite 
experiments (as described above) with the process, a failure model of CSP is created in which a 
process is represented by its failure set. In this model any set F ~ A* x Pow (A) satisfying 
I. <E,0> E F 
11. ~<J*p,0> E F ~ <<J,0> E F 
Ill. <<J,Y> E FA X~Y ~ <<J,X> E F 
IV. <a ,X> E F A 'VaeY( <a *a,0> ~ F) ~ <<J ,XUY> E F, 
represents a process. Here E denotes the empty trace, 0 the empty set and <J * p the concatenation 
of the traces <J and p. 
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3.5 State transition diagrams 
In CCS a process is considered to go through a number of states. The states are determined by the 
possible courses of action the process is ready to engage in. In a state transition diagram the states 
of a process are pictured as open dots (o): the nodes of a process graph. Any action aeA the 
process can perform is regarded as a state transition from the state of the process before 
performance, to the state after. Such a state transition is pictured as an arrow between these two 
states, labeled by a: an edge of the process graph. If a process passes to another state, without 
performing an (observable) action, the corresponding state transition in the diagram is labeled by 
tt/.A (the invisible action, or r-step). If a process can remain in a state without terminating, then 
there is at-step from this state to itself (a r-loop or delay). Finally the initial state in the diagram is 
denoted by a short arrow (--+ o): the root of the process graph. Now in the graph model of CCS a 
process is represented by its state transition diagram, and any state transition diagram over AU { t} 
represents a process. However, different state transition diagrams may represent the same process: 
two processes are identified if there exists a bisimulation between their state transition diagrams g 
and h. This is a binary relation R between the states of g and h, containing the pair of roots, such 
that if (s,t) E Rand s __g___ s' is an edge in g then there is an edge t __g___ t' in h, with the 
same label a E AU{t}, such that (s',t') ER, and, vice versa, if (s,t) ER and t__g___ t' is an 
edge in h, then there is an edge s ___a_. s' in g with (s',t') E R. 
This identification criterion is what Milner calls strong congruence (although his first definition 
of strong congruence (in [11]) was slightly different). In [11] Milner expresses the wish to identify 
also processes which are not strongly congruent. Then a process is modeled as an equivalence 
class of state transition diagrams, under an equivalence relation containing strong congruence. The 
appropriate equivalences are discussed later. 
3.6 Operational semantics 
In a calculus processes are represented by process expressions, built from the constants and 
operators in the language. This representation differs from the model representations in two ways: 
different expressions may represent the same process, and some processes may have no process 
expression representation. 
The initial algebra of a theory is the set of closed process expressions modulo provable equality (if 
the theory is an algebraical calculus, then provable equality is always a congruence). If the 
language used is sufficiently expressive and the calculus complete for closed terms (with respect to 
an intended interpretation), then the initial algebra models the finite processes, i.e. any finite 
process is represented by exactly one equivalence class of process expressions. In CCS and CSP 
also a recursion operator µ is present, enableing the construction of process expressions 
representing infinite processes. In the presense of such an operator the idea of the initial algebra can 
be generalised, and the set of closed process expressions modulo provable equality again 
. . 
constitutes a model of concurrency. However, in the absence of a complete calculus (with respect 
to an intended interpretation), this model does not make enough identifications. 
This asks for a coarser equivalence on process expressions. Such an equivalence can be obtained 
by the general method of endowing languages with operational semantics: For any label 
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a EA U { t} define a binary relation a on the set of process expressions, in such a way that 
E -.sL.+ F means that the process represented by the expression E may perform an a-step, thereby 
changing into a process that can be represented by the expression F. This makes the domain of 
process expressions into a state transition diagram (however without a root). From this universal 
state transition diagram the diagram of a particular expression can be obtained by appointing this 
expression as root of the diagram. 
Since this approach identifies process expressions, processes and states, a bisimulation can be 
defined as a relation on process expressions, and strong congruence is just the union of all 
bisimulations. Now a model of closed CCS-expressions modulo strong congruence can be 
constructed, which is more satisfying than the generalized initial algebra approach of 
CCS-expressions modulo provable equality. In §6 an operational semantics for both CCS and CSP 
will be presented. 
4. When to identify processes 
4.1 Why identify processes? 
As remarked in § 1, one of the purposes of a concurrency theory is to verify statements about 
processes. Such a statement can be that a certain system correctly simulates a specified process. In 
that case the theory has to determine whether the two processes (i.e. the real and the intended 
behaviour of the system) are equal. This asks for a criterion for identifying processes. Such a 
criterion determines (partly) the semantics of the theory. The choice of a suitable semantics may 
depend on the tools an environment has, to distinguish between certain processes. It is conceivable 
that a concurrency theory is equipped with different semantics, and has the capacity to express 
equality on different levels. 
4.2 How to identify processes 
In the various concurrency theories different identification strategies have been pursued. In 
particular CCS identifies much less then CSP. An advantage of identifying more is that it becomes 
easier to verify statements in which processes are equated. All true statements x=y remain true after 
identifying more. However, one might identify too much, depending on the discriminating capacity 
of an environment. In particular the identification of two processes that cannot be distinguished 
with a given set of tools, disables the development of a new tool to distinguish them. Algebraically 
this means that some operators in a language of concurrency (which correspond to tools that ,. 
distinguish between processes) are incompatible with some identifications. Moreover some useful 
conditionals axioms might get lost, because after making certain identifications the premisses of the 
axioms are true too often. 
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4. 3 Bisimulation semantics 
In CCS processes are identified only if there is no environment conceivable in which they can be 
distinguished. In each case processes should be identified if they are strongly congruent, in the 
sense of section 3.5. However, Milner identifies some more processes, only differing in their 
invisible steps. In [11] he proposes the notion of observation equivalence. Later he uses a 
slightly different version of observation equivalence (see [12]), adapted to the notion of 
bisimulation, as proposed by Park in [15]. In §6 the syntax of CCS is presented, together with an 
operational semantics, including the definition of observation equivalence. The basic operators of 
CCS are the constant 0, the unary operators a (for a EA) and the binary operator+. 0 represents 
the process, unable of doing anything at all; a P represents the process, which will first perform an 
a-step and then proceeds with P; and P + Q represents the process, which first makes a choice 
between P and Q, and then proceeds with the chosen process. This is illustrated by the following 
state transition diagrams: 
a(bO + cO) abO + aco 
fig. 1 
In bisimulation semantics the processes a(bO + cO) and abO + acO are considered to be 
different. A motivation for this can be found in the different timing of the choice between b and c. 
Moreover, if they are placed in an environment that will not allow the execution of c, then they can 
be distinguished by observation: abO + acO has the possibility to deadlock after execution of a, 
while a(bO + cO) has not: here a will always be followed by b. 
Algebraically, such an environment is represented by the restriction operator \c (see §6; on 
process graphs \c removes all C-edges (as well as the disconnected parts that originate)). Now 
(abO + acO)\c = abO + aO, while (a(bO + cO))\c = abO. 
In [11], Milner remarks about observation equivalence that "two behaviour expressions should 
have the same interpretation in the model iff in all contexts they are indistinguishable by 
observation". However, he gives no clue, how one goes about distinguishing between abcO + 
a b d 0 and a ( b c 0 + b d 0 ) by observation (or it must be that the states of a process are 
considered to be directly observable). In any case, it cannot be done by any of the CCS operators. 
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4.4 Trace semantics 
In trace theory much more processes are identified than in CCS. By defining trace equivalence on 
process graphs, it is possible to compare trace semantics with bisimulation semantics. Definition: 
CJ EA* is a trace of a process graph g, if there is a finite path in g, starting at the root, with label 
CJ. Here the label of a path is the sequence of labels of the composing transitions, where all 
t-labels are dropped. Now the trace set of g is the set of its traces, and two process graphs are 
trace equivalent iff they have the same trace sets. Remark that the model of trace sets of section 
3.3 is isomorphic to the model of process graphs modulo trace equivalence. Since any two 
observation equivalent processes are also trace equivalent, trace equivalence is called a coarser ( = 
less discriminating) equivalence than observation equivalence. This is pictured in section 4.7. 
In the setting of trace theory, presented in section 3.3 (or above), no deadlock behavior is 
displayed. Not only the processes abO + acO and a(bO + CO) are identified (both have trace 
set { e, a, a b, a c}) but also the processes a b 0 + a 0 and a b 0 (both have trace set { e, a, 
ab}). However, abO + aO can deadlock after performing an a-step, while abO cannot. If 
deadlock is considered to be observable, a modification of trace theory can be made, in which also 
traces ending on 0 are allowed. In that setting a b 0 + a 0 has trace set { e, a, a 0, a b, a b 0} 
while abO has trace set {e, a, ab, abO}. Call the corresponding equivalence on graphs 
a-trace equivalence. 
4.5 Failure semantics 
In a-trace semantics, where deadlock is observable, the processes abO + acO and a(bO+cO) 
are equal (both have a-trace set {e, a, ab, abO, ac, acO}). However, the processes 
(abO + acO)\c = abO + aO and (a(bO + cO))\c = abO are different (as remarked 
above). So Milner's restriction operators \c (CEA) are incompatible with a-trace semantics. If 
an environment is equipped with restriction as a tool for analysing processes, then a finer 
equivalence is needed to model the results of this analysis. As suggested previously, in section 3.4, 
failure semantics is adequate for restriction and deadlock behavior. 
A tuple <CJ, X > with CJ E A* and X ~A is a failure pair of a process graph g if there is a path 
from the root of g to a node p with label CJ, such that the set I ( p) of labels of the outgoing edges 
of p, is contained in A-X, i.e. if the process can deadlock after execution of CJ, in case the 
environment allows only actions from X. Two processes, not containing divergence(= infinite 
t-paths) are failure equivalent iff they have the same set of failure pairs. Now the model of 
process graphs (not containing divergence) modulo failure equivalence is isomorphic to the model 
of failure sets of section 3.4. 
A node p of a process graph is said to be unstable if it has an outgoing t-edge. Remark that 
because t f/. A, a path ending in an unstable node cannot contribute to the failure set of a process. 
This is o:u purpose, since deadlock can never occur if a t.-step is possible. A consequence of this is 
that in the presence of divergence some information on the trace set of a process might get lost (in 
the construction of a failure set). A process containing at-loop at every node, for instance, has no 
failure pairs! This is the reason for excluding diverging processes. They will be added however in 
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section 5.5. 
A variant of failure semantics is readiness semantics, as presented in Olderog & Hoare [14]. 
< cr, X > E A* x Po W (A) is a ready pair of a process graph g, if there is a path from the root of 
g to a node p with I ( p) = X. Ready equivalence must be a finer equivalence than failure 
equivalence since the failure set of a process is derivable from its ready set The reverse however is 
not true: abO + acO and abO + a(bO + cO) + acO are failure equivalent, but not ready 
equivalent. 
4.6 Ready trace semantics 
By now one might think that failure equivalence constitutes a preferable semantics for models of 
concurrency, since two processes are failure equivalent iff they are distinguishable by observation. 
However this depends to a great extent on the tools an environment has, to analyse processes. If 
these tools are unknown, then bisimulation semantics is in each case a safe choice. Therefore also 
in ACP and the topological process theory bisimulation semantics is used In [2], Baeten, Bergstra 
& Klop show that a priority operator (as they introduced in the context of bisimulation semantics in 
[1]) is incompatible with failure semantics. Such an operator models an environment, which 
imposes a priority to the execution of certain atomic actions over others, and can be used for the 
specification of an interrupt mechanism. Moreover they present a semantics intermediate between 
readiness and bisimulation semantics (but without t-steps) that is compatible with priorities. In this 
ready trace semantics the role of a ready pair is replaced by an alternating sequence of subsets 
and elements of A, representing a trace of a process, with for each node on the trace the set of 
possibilities to continue. 
4.7 Survey 
Trace theory CSP Bisimulation: CCS, ACP, topological 
I In l I process theory 
Cl) (.) 
c:: c:: 
Cl) .$2 .$2 
"d ..... (.) ~ C<:l C<:l ~ I ~ ~ ..... 
re "d Cl) Cl) 
C<:l en en 
8 .0 .0 
.... 'd 'fi . 1 'd 'fi . ... 
behaviour tions ness 
fig.2 
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In figure 2, the equivalences mentioned above are classified. In the bottom line, the reasons are 
displayed to move into the direction of less identifications. Observation congruence will be 
discussed in section 5.1. If the schema suggests that all interesting equivalences can be linearly 
ordered by inclusion, then this is misleading; in order to keep the picture simple all equivalences 
disturbing the linearity are omitted. Furthermore bisimulation semantics identifies strictly less then 
failure semantics only in the absence of divergence. The differences between the various 
equivalences are further clarified by the axiomatisations in section 6.6. In figure 3, six process 
graphs are displayed, in such a way that in order to distinguish a process from the previous one, 
each time a finer equivalence is needed. This illustrates that in bisimulation semantics all 
information about the timing of choices is preserved, in trace semantics none, and in the other 
semantics some. 
trace a-trace 
lh r1I to ~ 0 0 
0 0 
ready 0 
ready trace 
fig. 3 
5. Features of concurrency 
A 
~l 
0 
failure 
Cit 
0 0 
bisimulation 
Both CCS and CSP capture nondeterminism, communication, recursion, abstraction, divergence 
and deadlock behaviour, but differently. A discussion. per feature will follow below. In §6 the 
operators (the most important ones anyway) of CCS and CSP are presented, and provided with an 
operational semantics (as explained in section 3.6). For CSP this is not the usual method, but the 
failure semantics of both CCS and CSP are derivable by translating graphs to failure sets. 
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5.1 Nondeterminism 
Both of the languages of CCS and CSP are equipped with a constant 0 for deadlock (called N I L 
in CCS and STOP in CSP) and with prefix multiplication aP (in CSP denoted as a-+P) for 
representing the sequential composition of a and P. However they have different operators for 
choice. Hoare uses two operators for choice: exterruzl choice O and internal choice n. The first kind 
of choice is deterministic: it depends on the environment; the second is nondeterministic: it cannot 
be influenced by the environment. A nondeterministic choice appears after abstraction from the 
actions of the environment that cause the choice for one of the alternatives. Both o and n are 
commutative, associative and idempotent (see the table of CSP axioms in section 6.4), i.e. the 
alternatives can be regarded to form a set. The difference appears in combination with deadlock: 
PoO = P but PnO ~ P! Now the influence of the environment can be modeled by Milner's 
restriction operator: aOobO\b = aO, while aOnbO\b = aOnO (for a~b). So the 
environment cannot force the process aOnbO to choose its left summand. 
Milner makes no distinction between external and internal choice; there is only one choice operator, 
+, and apart from being commutative, associative and idempotent, it satisfies P + 0 = P. On 
synchronisation trees, + composes two processes by identifying their roots. In CCS, 
nondeterminism is not a property of the operator, making an alternative composition of two 
processes P and 0, but of the alternatives P and Q together. A choice can be regarded as fully 
nondeterministic if the environment does not participate in the selection of the alternatives. This can 
be modeled with the unary operator t. A nondeterministic choice between P and Q can now be 
represented by tP + tO (so PnQ = tP + tO) and a deterministic choice between, say, aO 
and b 0 is represented by a 0 + b 0. On the other hand, the process ta 0 + b 0 can be 
represented in CSP by aOn(aOobO). 
If one tries to translate the CSP operator o into CCS (as is done for n above), one might think that 
it is just +. However, this is not the case. If P and Q are starting with a t-step, then their 
+-composition yields a non deterministic choice, while the operator o intends to remove this 
nondeterminism: taOotbO = t(aO + bO) ~ taO + tbO! Therefore it is not possible to 
translate o into CCS directly. However it can be axiomatised over +; and 0, as was shown by 
Brookes in [8], see section 6.5. 
In CCS the processes aO and taO are observation equivalent. However the processes aO + bO 
and taO + bO are not; they are not even failure equivalent: (aO + bO)\a = bO and 
(taO + bO)\a = tO + bO have a different deadlock behavior. So in the presence of the 
+-operator, observation equivalence cannot be a criterion for identification; once aO and taO are 
identified, aO + bO and taO + bO cannot be distinguished. Summation is incompatible with 
observational equivalence in the same way as restriction is incompatible with o-trace semantics. For 
that reason Milner introduced (in [11]) the notion of observation congruence: two processes 
are obs~rvation congruent if they are observation equivalent in every context. This does give a 
suitable identification criterion (see also figure 2). Now any observation equivalence class contains 
exactly two observation congruence classes (P and t P). In the same way failure congruence 
can be defined (congruence with respect to+), but in CSP this is not necessary, since+ is not a 
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CSP operator and failure equivalence is already a congruence for the CSP operators (as is 
observation equivalence, see Brookes [8]). 
5.2 Communication 
In their treatment of communication, there are three differences between CSP and CCS: 
- CSP has different operators for communication and interleaving <II and Ill), while CCS has one 
operator ( I) doing both. 
- In CSP communication between two processes occurs if both of them offer the same action a E 
A. In CCS this happens if one of them offers an atomic action a E A, and the other its 
complementary action a. 
- In CSP the communication between a and a results in the same step a. In CCS the 
communication between a and a results in a t-step, i.e. the communication serves only as 
synchronisation, the result is not visible. 
These differences are illustrated by the following examples: 
(aO o bO) Ill ao = aao o baO o a(aOobO) 
(aO o bO) II ao = ao 
<ao + bO) I ao = aao + baO + acao +bO) +to. 
In CCS there is a restriction operator \a, to remove the results of unsuccessful communication, 
i.e. to remove some of the interleaving component of paralel composition: 
{(aO +bO) I aO}\a\b = O+O+O+tO = tO. 
In CSP such an operator is not present, but it is expressible using II. if the alphabet A is finite. 
Suppose that A = {a,b,e} then x\a = x II µX.(bX o eX). In this translation of \a, the 
actions A - {a}, allowed by the environment are used, instead of the disallowed action a. 
µX. ( bX o eX) is the unique solution of the equation X = bX o eX, i.e. the infinite sequence 
of choices between b and e. 
The exact meaning of these operators is given by the operational semantics of CCS and CSP in the 
sections 6.1 and 6.2. The algebraic laws governing them are listed in the sections 6.4 and 6.5. In 
the listing of CCS axioms also the axioms of CSP operators in CCS context are presented, as in 
Brookes [8]. 
5.3 Recursion 
Both in C:SP and CCS it is possible to specify a process by means of a fixed point equation. Such 
an equation has the form X = P with PEE a process expression and X a variable. The process 
aaaa ... , performing an infinite sequence of a-steps, for instance, is specified by the fixed point 
equation X = aX. Some fixed point equations, like X = aX, have unique solutions (in the 
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mentioned failure and graph models) but others have more solutions (any process satisfies X = X); 
however there are no fixed point equations without solutions. Both CSP and CCS use the 
expression µ X. P to denote the unique solution of X = P, if there is one. If X = P has no unique 
solution, then µX. P should denote some default element from the solution set. The question which 
one is answered differently in CSP and CCS. 
In the failure model of CSP the inclusion ordering on failure sets makes this model into a complete 
lattice. On process expressions this ordering is characterised by the condition X<;;;.Y iff XnY=Y 
(Y is less deterministic than X). Now all CSP operators turn out to be monotonic for this ordering 
(i.e. X<;;;.X' implies f(X, Y)<;;;.f (X', Y)), and using general fixed point theory this implies that any 
fixed point equation has a minimal and a maximal solution. Hoare chooses the maximal fixed point 
to be the interpretation of µ X. P. His reason for doing so is that underspecification expresses 
uncertainty about the specified process. Therefore the default solution of the equation should be the 
least deterministic one (the least predictable). In the most extreme case (of the fixed point equation 
X=X) there is complete underspecification and no certainty at all. Therefore µX.X is chosen to be 
the least deterministic of all processes: the process CHAOS. The failure set of CHAOS is 
A* x Paw (A). CHAOS can be regarded as the internal sum (n) of all processes. In the 
calculus of CSP, CHAOS can be added as a new constant 'X., satisfying the law 'X,nx='X.. 
In CCS this method cannot be applied, since prefixing is not monotonic for the CSP-ordering (due 
to the absence of an axiom aX n aY = a(X n Y)), and no complete partial order can be found 
for which the CCS operators are continuous.· However a fixed point is found in the graph, 
generated by the action rules for the operational semantics of section 6.1. That this graph really 
satisfies its fixed point equation (the recursion axiom in section 6.5) follows trivially from the 
action rule for recursion in section 6.1. Remark that Milner's fixed point is another one than 
Hoare's: in CCS µX.X = 0, while in CSP µX.X = 'X.. Milner's fixed point is failure equivalent 
to the least fixed point existing in CSP, while in CSP the largest fixed point is chosen. 
Also sets of fixed point equations can be used to specify processes. A recursive specification E is a 
set {X = Px I X E 2} with 2 a set of variables and Px a process expression (for X E 2). 
Example: if E = {X = aY, Y = bX}, then X = ababab ... and Y = bababa .... The 
X-component of the solution vector of E is denoted by <X I E>. Thus, <X I E> means: 'the X, 
as specified by E'. This is a safer expression than just X, since the vanable X can also occur in 
other specifications. However, in most contexts the names of the variables in all mentioned 
specifications are chosen to be distinct, so that <X I E> can safely be abbreviated by X. 
If E is finite then the expression <X I E> can be translated into a CCS or CSP expression, 
involving the nested use of the recursion operatorµ. Example: <X I x = ax + bY 1 y = ex 
+ dY> = µX.(aX + bµY.(cX + dY)). 
5.4 Abstraction ,, 
In CSP there is a concealment operator /a (for aEA) for hiding those actions we are not 
interested in. As in Brookes [8] and De Nicola [13] the notation /a is used instead of \a, in order 
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to distinguish abstraction from restriction. Its operational behaviour and the axioms governing it 
can be found in the sections 6.2 and 6.4. The application of such an operator is called 'abstraction 
from internal steps'. There is a big difference between abstraction and restriction: a b c 0 I b = 
aco, while abcO\b = ao. 
In CCS there is no separate concealment operator, since there abstraction and communication are 
integrated. However, hiding can be expressed by the operators for parallel composition and 
restriction: x/a = (x I µY.aY+aY)\a, where µY.aY+aY is the process, only generating a-
and a-steps. The translation of concealment into CCS can be axiomatised by the axioms in section 
6.5. Using the CSP axioms for concealment, one finds (if a..eb): (acOobdO)/a/b = 
c 0 n d 0 n ( c 0 o d 0 ) , and using the CCS axioms: (a c 0 o b d 0) I a I b = (a c 0 + 
bdO)/a/b = tcO + tdO = cOndO. This is indeed the same result, since in failure 
semantics xny = xnyn(xoy), as can be verified by either using the distributive laws of 
section 6.4, or the failure axioms of section 6.6. 
5.5 Divergence 
On process graphs, abstraction from an atomic action a consists of replacing all a-edges by 
t-edges. This might result in divergence (infinite t-paths) as is the case in CµX.aX)la. Here an 
infinite a-path changes into an infinite t-path. Contrary to the equation X = aX, that has the 
infinite a-path as unique solution, the CCS equation X=tX is satisfied by many processes, of 
which tO is the simplest. However, the process that is selected to be the default solution of X=tX 
(by Milner's operational semantics of CCS) is just the infinite t-path. Hence CµX.aX)/a = 
µX. tX, and in general(µX. P)/a = µX.(P /a), so abstraction and recursion commute. 
In CSP the situation is different in two respects: first the expression µX. P has another meaning 
than in CCS and second, by the absence of t, it is not possible to define a divergent process 
directly (in section 4.5, divergent processes were even excluded from the failure model). In general 
Xia is the process X from which the a-steps are removed (aabO/a = bO in CSP). Thus, the 
actions 'behind' the a-steps are moved forwards. But since it is not clear, what can be thought to 
be behind an infinite sequence of a-steps, Hoare has some freedom in giving a meaning to 
(µX.aX)/a in the failure model. He chooses to treat 'overabstraction' like underspecification, 
and the result is that also in CSP recursion and abstraction do commute, so CµX.aX)/a = 
µX.((aX)/a) = µX.X = X. 
In combination with the interpretation of abstraction on process graphs, this implies that any 
divergent process (= a process containing divergence at the root) is failure equivalent with the 
process X. This removes the restriction on failure equivalence, that it is only defined on processes 
not containing divergence. However, by doing so, a lot of interesting information about divergent 
processes gets lost: even the processes 
, rd2-o and r..,t b ...._ t~Q 
are identified! This is the reason a different form of failure semantics is presented in Bergstra, Klop 
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& Olderog [6], in which divergence is treated more subtly. 
5.6 Deadlock behaviour 
Deadlock is the state of a process where no further action is possible. It can occur in a merge of two 
processes if both of them are waiting for the other to provide a suitable communication. Example 
(in CCS): 
[{µX.a(acX+bdX)}ICµY.abaY)]\a\b = ttdttcO. 
As explained in §4, deadlock behaviour is preserved by a-trace, failure, ready and ready trace 
equivalence, but not by trace equivalence. Furthermore a-trace equivalence is disqualified since it is 
disturbed in the presence of communication and restriction operators, modeling the influence of the 
environment. In the absence of divergence deadlock behaviour is preserved in bisimulation 
semantics too, but in the presence of divergence it is preserved only in combination with livelock 
behaviour. 
Livelock is the state of a process where only an infinite sequence of hidden moves is possible, as in 
µ X . t X . In CSP livelock (being a special case of divergence) is equated with the fully 
unpredictable process CHAOS. In CCS it is equated with deadlock: µX. tX = tO. 
Deadlock can be visualised if processes are supposed to make noise. The noise starts at the 
beginning of a process and ends if the process reaches a state of deadlock. If a component in a 
merge has to wait for a suitable communication it becomes silent untill the communication is 
enabled, but as long as at least one component is making progress, noise is being made. Only if all 
components are waiting, the process becomes silent This guarantees that no further action is 
possible. 
In this interpretation deadlock can be distinguished from livelock. Of course it is also possible to 
define a version of bisimulation where deadlock and livelock behaviour are distinguished 
6. Survey of CCS and CSP 
6.1 An operational semantics for CCS 
Let b. be a given set of names. b. - = {a I ae b.} is the corresponding set of conames. 
b.nb.-= 0. Let tf}A=b.Ub.- bethe invisible step and write Ar= b.Ub.- U {t}. Let 
a,b,c raqge over At and put a = a (t = t). A function R: b,-.b, is called a relabeling. 
The domain of a relabeling R can be expanded to At by putting R(t) = t and R(a) = R(a). 
Let V be a given set of variables, then the set E of CCS expressions is defined inductively by: 
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VARIABLES: 
ACTION: 
INACTION: 
CHOICE: 
COMPOSITION: 
RESTRICTION: 
RELABELING: 
RECURSION: 
V~E 
If PEE and aEAt then a PEE 
OEE 
If P ,OEE then P+QEE 
If P,OEE then P IOEE 
If PEE and aEA then P\aEE 
If PEE and R: fj._.fj. then P[R]EE 
If XE V and PEE then µX.PE E 
Now the action relations ...a_. ~ E xE for aEAt are generated by the following rules: 
-aP ~ P 
-From P ......a._. Q infer: P+S L Q 
S+P L Q 
PIS L OIS 
SIP L SIO 
P[R] R(a) > Q[R] 
and if a;ieb;iea: P\b L Q\b 
- From p L Q and s a I T (a;iet) infer p IS ...!...+ Q IT 
- From P[X:=µX.P] L Q infer µX.P L 0. 
(Here P [X: = S] denotes the result of substituting S for each free occurrence of X in P, with usual 
avoidance of name clashes.) 
6.2 An operational semantics for CSP 
Let A be a given alphabet of atomic actions and let V be a given set of variables, then the set E of 
CSP expressions is defined inductively by: · 
VARIABLES: 
ACTION: 
INACTION: 
EXTERNAL CHOICE: 
INTERNAL CHOICE: 
COMMUNICATION: 
INTERLEA YING: 
CONCEALMENT: 
RELABELING: 
RECUR£ION: 
V~E 
If PEE and aEA then aPEE 
OEE 
If P ,OEE then PoOEE 
If P,OEE then PnOEE 
If P,OEE then PllOEE 
If P ,OEE then PlllOEf 
If PEE and aEA then P/aEE 
If PEE and f: A-tA is injective then f( P)EE 
IfXE V and PEE then·µX.PE£ 
Now the action relations L !::: E xE for aEAt are generated by the following rules: 
- aP L P 
- PnO L P 
-PnO La 
- From P L Q (a;z:t) infer: PoS L Q 
SoP La 
f(P) f(a) • f(Q) 
-From P La infer: PoS L QoS 
SoP L SoQ 
f(P) L f(Q) 
PllS L ans 
s11P L sna 
- From P L Q and S L T (a;z:t) infer: PllS L OllT 
- From p L Q infer: PIUS L a111s 
SlllP L sma 
P/a -L Q/a 
and if a;z:b: P/b L Q/b 
- From P[X:=µX.P] L Q infer µX.P L 0. 
6.3 Equivalences on process expressions 
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Let .s1..- !::: E x E for cr EA*, the set of finite words over A, be the least relation satisfying: 
-P ..£.- p 
- If P L Q then P _g_ Q (for aEA) 
- If p -L a then p ..£.- a 
- If P ..11._ Q and Q -'1- S then P O*Q • S. 
A r-bisimulation is a relation R !::E xE, satisfying (for all OEA *) 
- If PR Q and P ..11.- P' then Q L Q' and P'R Q' for some O'Ef. 
- If PR Q and Q L Q' then P L P' and P'R Q' for some P'Ef. 
OEA* is a trace of p if p ..l1.- a for some OEE. 
P is divergent if there is an infinite t-path P L P 1 L P2 L ..... 
<cr,X> EA* x Pow (A)isafailurepairofPifP.sl-QforsomeOEE such that 
a L s implies a EA-x' or if CJ= CJ I* cr II and p .JI,:,_ Q for some divergent Q EE. 
P and Qare observation equivalent (P~Q) if PR Q for some t-bisimulation R. 
P and 0"are observation congruent if P+S~Q+S for al.ly SEE. 
P and Qare failure equivalent (P=Q) if they have the same failure sets. 
panda are failure congruent if P+S=Q+S for any SEE. 
P and Q are trace equivalent if they have the same trace set. 
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6.4 Axioms for CSP (and failure equivalence) 
External choice: 
Internal choice: 
Distributive laws: 
Communication:* 
Interleaving:* 
Concealment: 
Relabeling: 
Recursion: 
xoy = yox 
xo(yoz) = (xoy)oz 
XDX = X 
xoo = x 
xny = ynx 
xn(ynz) = (xny)nz 
xnx = x 
xo(ynz) = <xoy)n(xoz) 
xn(yoz) = <xny)o(xnz) 
axnay = a(xny) 
axoay = a<xny) 
xlly = yllx 
<xny)llz = <xllz)n(yllz) 
PllO = 0 a1(Pi110j) 
ai=b J 
xllly = ylllx 
(xny)lllz = xlllz n ylllz 
Piiia = D ai<P1lllO) D D bj(PlllOj) 
i j 
<xny)/a = x/a n y/a 
(axoy)/a = x/a n (xoy)/a 
<D b1P1)/a = D b1CP 1/a) if Vi b1;a!a 
1 
f(O) = 0 
f(xny) = f(x)nf(y) 
f(xoy) = f(x)of(y) 
f(ax) = f(a)f(x) 
µX. P = P[X:=µX. P] 
n m o 
*:Here P = a 1 P 1 oa 2 P2 o .... oanPn = D a1P1 and Q = D b jQ j- Put D a1P1 = 0. 
1=1 j=l 1=1 
6.5 Axioms for CCS (and strong congruence) 
Choice: 
Restriction: 
Relabeling: 
Recursion: 
Composition: l) 
Interleaving: 1•2> 
\,··.·,·i··:. -::::.,~r·d ,,· .. ··: ';-.·, ~·:·~ -.. '" 
x + y = y + x 
ex + y> + z = x + Cy + z1 
x +· x = x 
x + 0 = x 
O\a = 0 
Cx+y)\a = x\a + y\a 
Cax)\a = (ax)\a = o 
(bx)\a = b(x\a) 1f a;eb;ea 
. ',"' 
; ).,) 
O[R] = 0 \·; 
( X +y ~J Rl = X[8] + . Y [ 8] < t: j • 
Cax)[Rl = R(a)-Cx[R]) 
µX.P = P[X:=µKP] 
:· 
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..-:',~.·;·.< .. :; \\, .·:.:. /~ ;'.'' __ l~J.;·;"•'1,'l,.;··d ;:_:l, ,/;\;··~·;.:,_~.•,.\ '\t ~',~\ \,,L' 1 
c.?~muni£~~isn:2•3y-~·.·,,· : .. · .:\P).lq.· ~,:, ~--·S:~~ j.;!lcl,) j" .. ~~~, tJ8ll,9;Ji > ,:; ;, .~::;~1 (J~i:U:Q J L 
·._.~{ .,,,, ... i:<.IJ!':\ ··):.~;; ·:.··: ·" ·.\.·.·. ,_-.fl.~.,::;=:,PJ.-'··';I ·.· .. ··"· 
. ,_.,.,_,_Q/.a:.:1 =:=;;-:-.9:· . "., ... ., ·., ...... ~...... • \ .... "· , ~: .. • .... ".· .· • · ... . ... ; ' i • -~ . ' , " ; ,~ 
.l.'.. Cf~>iHJ)~,c:\.,·1TI·~X.(-~ .:t ..... Y./;Cil ot) 
Cax)/a = Cax)/a = t(x/a)-., 
, ,_ "., ~,.~.~V.c:t = q,<,x,/~tJr, ~;ie~;ea . 
''• ., ? 
. . ; ... " .. : · n .. ·.·. . .m · o · 
'• '), 
1) He.~e P =:= 1a 1p 1 + a2 P2 ,+ ,, .... + an.Pn =: :L;a1p1. and a= :L- bJQ J· Put :L·.a1P 1 = 0. 
2) Imported from CSP. 1= t . • j= 1 · . . · t= L · , 
. ·n · '·N ,.;, ·:·i ' ' "rn"·· '.:. · · .. ·fi_ ... _, "" 
3) Here P = :L a1P1 + :L tP i' and Q = :L b jQ j "+ 12'. '·t6j' \vith a1>l1j 
;].:;:,J .. ' ·:i:·1i::::;il.:' .• ,, ·J="l ·,'•; ':j=l o ...... ,.: ,. ' 
;ao!'t.' 
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6.6 Axioms for identification of CCS expressions 
Observational con~euce: 
Ready con~ce: 
Failure conwence: 
Trace equivalence: 
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